
WHO WAS 
"WILLIAM STAINFORD, ABBOT"?

By the Rev. C. A. Newdigate, S.J.

Read 8th November 1917

W HITAKER, in his account of Cockersand 
Abbey (Rickmondskire, ii. *334), names 

William Stainford as being abbot there in 1393. 
For evidence he refers to " part of a screen removed 
at the Dissolution [from Cockersand] to Mitton 
church, on which the following inscription is still 
visible :

". . . . Heijotor'i et 3ofj't0 factutn nat fjoc opug tempore 
D'ni TOIL Stafnfort abfa'ta, anno JB'ni! JHilesaimo £ffiffi:° Nona* 
geno HI."

As this abbot's name has been copied into all 
subsequent lists of abbots of Cockersand, 1 it seems 
worth while to point out the true nature of the 
evidence on which its position there rests.

In the first place, there is no real evidence, only 
a surmise of Whitaker's, that the screen came from 
Cockersand at all. He himself recognised this 
when he first described it in 1805: "This appears 
to have been brought from Cockersand Abbey, 
otherwise the words de Cockersand would have 
been expressed" (Whalley, ed. 2, p. 448). He had

1 E.g., Cockersand Chartulary (Chetham Soc.), p. xxii; Collectanea 
Anglo-Praemonstratensia (Camden Soc.), ii. 106; V.C.H. Lancashire, 
ii. 159.
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forgotten it when he wrote his History of Richmond- 
shire some twenty years later, and his surmise has 
there become a categorical statement. But it is 
just as likely that the screen came, say, from Sawley. 
Sawley is much nearer to Mitton   seven miles as 
against some thirty ; its abbots were the manorial 
lords of Stainforth, fifteen miles higher up the Ribble ; 
it, no less than Cockersand, numbered Stamfords or 
Stanfords among its benefactors ; and it is worth 
while to notice that the only Sawley abbot whose 
name is recorded for the first half of the fifteenth 
century is a certain " William "   surname unknown 
  who occurs in 1418, 1433, and 1443.

Secondly, the date. The year 1393 assigned to 
Abbot William and his screen originates in what 
can only be described as a bad blunder on the part 
of Whitaker. The words which he read " ccc° nona- 
geno Hi" are really " ad konorem b% F" ! The actual 
inscription, in good fifteenth-century characters and 
perfectly legible, is as follows :

: & : ittfjis : . . | factum etat toe op«8 | trapore 
tiotntnt OTtUt | atagnfort abb'ia ( anno : Uomini : mtllnto : | at) 
tionorem bt U j

The inscription is of course incomplete, showing 
that it was not made for the place it now occupies ; 
and the fragments (indicated by the dividing lines) 
have evidently been wrongly pieced together by the 
unknown restorer.

It is curious to observe the various readings of 
the Mitton inscription as given by comparatively 
recent authorities. Morant, in his edition of 
Whitaker's History of Craven (1878), p. 24, quotes 
the text as given by Whitaker above, but not with 
out suspicion, for he adds in a note : " The name of 
William Stainford does not occur in the list of 
abbots of Cockersand given in Dugdale's ' Monasti- 
con,' and the date said to be on the screen is
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evidently of too early a period." In the 1872 
edition of the History of Whalley Whitaker's original 
reading is given with the addition of the words "ad 
honorem be V." in which form it is also found in 
Harland's (1868) edition of Baines's History of 
Lancashire, Harland, however, goes on to correct 
Whitaker's misreading, for the first time, from 
personal examination. 1 It is due, I suppose, to the 
perversity of human nature that, notwithstanding 
Harland's correction, the editor of the latest edition 
(1888) of this work adds in a footnote of his own : 
" William Stainford was abbot of Cockersand in
1393"!

I have not been able to discover any other record 
of Abbot Stainford besides this at Mitton. Perhaps 
the small heraldic shield shown in Plate II., fig. 3, 
may help to identify him. A similar escutcheon  
" Sable, a leopard's head, or, jissant a fleur-de-lis, 
argent" figured in Gregson's Portfolio (ed. 1869, 
p. 101), is assigned to Cliderow of Salebury ; this 
does not, however, agree with the Cliderow arms 
as given in V.C.H. Lanes, vi. 253.

No attempt has been made in this note to de 
scribe the screen itself. Mr. Crossley's photograph, 
which he very kindly allows to be reproduced here, 
will give a good idea of its present appearance. 
One fact which suggests that its erection at Mitton 
must have been at a much later date than that 
assigned by Whitaker, is that much of the carved 
work is missing, and has been replaced in cast iron ; 
and this accounts also for the repetition of some of 
the figures shown in Plate II.

1 Harland suggests as an interpretation of the text, " [At the 
expense] of devoti of St. John of Jerusalem] this work was made, etc." 
The word after Johts may possibly have begun with f) (ffierosoly- 
mitaniT), so far as one can judge by the remaining portion of its first 
letter; but the sign before Johis is certainly an abbreviated et, not 
sc*i. Can any one supply from similar inscriptions a clue to the 
missing words of this ?


